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ABSTRACT 
From a pair algebra, i.e. a pair .cv’= (.(V’-, .d+) of vector spaces equipped with trilinear mappings 
d&x .pr’-E~.dE-+.B’E (E= +z) satisfying a certain identity we construct a universal enveloping 
h-graded Lie algebra Y’((.s+, exhibit some of its structural properties (ideals, homomorphisms, 
derivations) and give, under certain restrictions on .W: a necessary and sufficient condition for .Y(.d) 
to be finite dimensional in terms of .B! 
INTRODUCTION 
A triple system Yis a vector space together with a trilinear mapping (x, y, z)-’ 
+{xyz} from TX TX Y to % For example, subspaces of algebras which are 
closed under taking “triple products” such as (xuz} = (xy)z or {xyz) = (xy)z + 
+x@z) -u(xz) are triple systems. They have been objects of research in several 
branches of mathematics for about thirty years. They occur in purely algebraic 
investigations, mainly in connection with Lie algebras and Jordan algebras [4, 
7, lo] as well as in differential geometry and algebraic group theory [6, 8, 91. 
In the last few years interesting connections arose with the theory of infinite 
dimensional Z-graded Lie algebras. 
As was first pointed out by Meyberg [lo] a more natural and more general 
concept than triple systems is that of pair algebras. On the one hand any 
Z-graded Lie algebra Y= u Yr (TE H) gives rise to a pair algebra (Y-,, 5$), 
GUY) = ttx, ul, zl (4 YE =%9 u E Y-,,) for each r E Z; on the other hand any 
pair algebra can be imbedded into a Z-graded Lie algebra. V. Kac [3] con- 
structed an imbedding of a local Lie algebra into a Z-graded Lie algebra which 
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is defined by generators and relations. The method we present here (section 2) 
is completely different from that one and more adapted to the theory of pair 
algebras. It is also more in the spirit of the various constructions of finite 
dimensional Lie algebras from triple systems which came along since the 
appearence of Koecher’s paper [7]. It has some features in common with a 
construction of Kantor’s [5]. 
In sections 4 to 7 we investigate several properties of ideals, homomorphisms 
and derivations of the enveloping Lie algebra Y(&‘) in terms of the pair algebra 
d The final section is devoted to the study of completely reducible contra- 
gredient pair algebras to which we associate a matrix C and where we prove that 
for a weakly semisimple pair algebra SS? over an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic 0 the enveloping Lie algebra is finite dimensional if and only if 
S is completely reducible and contragredient and C is a Cartan matrix (of finite 
type). 
1. PAIR ALGEBRAS 
Throughout, K denotes a field; all vector spaces, linear mappings etc. are 
over K. The letter E always stands for the signs + or - . 
A pair algebra is a pair I= (dEp-, &‘) of vector spaces JP together with two 
trilinear mappings 
(x,Y,z)~{~Y},=L,(x,uIY (&YEd”, UEd-9. 
A pair D = (D -, D ’ ) of linear mappings DE E End(#) is called a derivation of 
the pair algebra &, if 
x,yEd”, UEd-E. The vector space of derivations is denoted by Der(l). It is 
easy to check that Der(d) is a subalgebra of the Lie algebra 8(&) : = 
= (End@‘-) x End(d+))- . Throughout this article we make the assumption 
without further specification that a pair algebra satisfies the condition 
( - L - (u, -9, L + (x, u)) E De&4 
for all UE.M”-, XE~+ or, ehuivalently, that the following two identities hold 
U-) @4Y4,>, = C{~Y>&,- {Y{UXUl --EdE+ {Y4~4,>,, 
x,y,zEd&, U,vEd-E. Henceforth, we simply write {mcy} instead of {mcy},. 
The vector space spanned by the derivations 
L&,x):. = -L(x,u): =(-L-(u,x),L+(x,u)) 
for xEd+, uEl- is denoted by Inder(d); its elements are called inner 
derivations. Obviously, Inder(d) is an ideal in Der(d). 
A simple but important observation is that I= (-I-,1+), I’: = IdlAc, is 
always a derivation, but not necessarily an inner derivation. 
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EXAMPLE. Let .Y be a commutative associative algebra and x+x/ a linear 
mapping from Y to K We set d- = d+ = x 
{XYZ> - = {XYZ) + = <XY>‘Z (x9 Y, z E n. 
We have 
(xu{yoz}} = (xu)f((yo)fz) = (Jw>f((xu>fz> = {yu{xuz}} 
({xuy}oz} = <<(xu>fy>u>fz = KJw)f)~)‘Z = ot<cww>fz = {Y{UXU>Z>, 
which shows that & is a pair algebra. If f is surjective, an easy computation 
yields 
Inder(A) = { ( -L(x), L(X)); XE S} 
where L denotes the multiplication operator in % 
2.THESTANDARDENVELOPINGLIEALGEBRA 
Henceforth, h\l denotes the set of integers 2 1, t$, the set of integers 20. If 
V and W are vector spaces and n E N, we write L(“)( V; W) for the vector space 
of n-linear mappings from X” I/ to W. Thus L(‘)( V; W) = Hom( V, W). We set 
L(‘)(K W) = W. Whenever convenient, we identify L(“)(c W), n E R\l, with 
Hom( V, L be ‘)( V; W)) by assig ning to XE L(“)(V, W) the linear mapping 
u+X(u, . ..). u E V. If L is a Lie algebra and V, W are L-modules, it is well 
known that L(“)( V, W) is an L-module with respect to the action defined induc- 
tively by 
(2.1) (E.X)(u)=E.(X(u))-X(E.u), 
EEL, XE L”‘)( V; W), n 2 1, u E I/. We assume the reader to be familiar with 
the notions of d-graded vector spcace and d-graded Lie algebra for a sub- 
monoid A of (Z, +). 
Let &=(J/-,d+) be a pair algebra. We set 
(2.2) &(d): =L (“-‘)(d-y!q, nzl. 
(Note that $i(&) = &“.) Let A4 be a subalgebra of CC@‘)= (End(d-) X 
x End@‘+))- such that 
Inder(d) C AC Der(d). 
In this situation we call (~4 A) admissible. The Lie algebra A acts on d” via 
(M-,M+).x=M’(x), XE& and so on g,,(d) as in (2.1). 
We give the No-graded vector space A@ Unr, $,,(&) the structure of a 
graded Lie algebra such that A is a subalgebra; we set 
(2.3) [M,X] : =M.X 
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for ME yk, XE Uris, zR(&), and define [X, Y] for XE $.,&G/), YE gm(d), 
n, m 2 1, by induction on n + m as follows 
(2.4) K YIW : = Pw9 Yl + Ix, WI OJ E d -% 
where x(u) for XE I”, u E &-&, is to be understood as L(x, u). 
REMARK. Though the above multiplication rule can be defined explicitly, the 
inductive definition looks much simpler and makes the verification of the 
Jacobi identity very easy. The explicit formulas will be given in the next section. 
LEMMA 2.1. According to the above multiplication rule, the vector space 
Jfo l.l %I(-4 
n>l 
is an t&,-graded Lie algebra. 
It suffices to show that 
Jac(X, Y,Z): =[[X, Y],Z]+[[Y,Z],X]+[[Z,X], Y]=O 
for XE g,(d), YE Z,,(M), Z E g,,(d), 1, m, n $0. We proceed by induction on 
I+ m + n. If the sum is 0, we are done since d is a Lie algebra. Because Jac is 
skew in any pair of arguments, it suffices to consider the three cases a) I = m = 0, 
n > 0; b) I= 0, m, n > 0; c) I, m, n > 0. Case a) is clear since S&(d) is an &Lie 
module. In case b) one starts with n + m = 2 where the assertion follows from 
the fact that &CDer(d). Then a simple computation shows that 
Jac(X, Y, Z)(U) = Jac(X, Y(U), Z) + Jac(X, Y, Z(U)) 
(note that XE A) which is zero by induction hypothesis, hence Jac(X, Y, Z) = 0. 
Assumption c) gives 
Jac(X, Y, Z)(U) = Jac(X(u), Y, Z) + Jac(X, Y(U), Z) + Jac(X, Y, Z(U)), 
and the induction hypothesis forces Jac(X, Y, Z)(U) = 0 for all u E I-. This 
proves the Lemma. 
We consider next the subalgebra 
(2.5) P(d) : = (a”) c IJ g,,(a) 
n2l 
generate by # = gi(d). It is obviously homogeneous and invariant under -k, 
so 
is an No-graded Lie algebra. We write 
(2.7) ‘Y(dd): =Y-(d)@d@Y+(d) 
(2.8) Y(d, A),: = ..4, Y(d, A),: = sgd), TE z, rfo. 
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The final step in our construction is the definition of products [X, Y] for 
XE Y-(d), YE Y+(d). It is clear that we have no choice: By the very 
definition of Y + (d) we know that YE $,(a) can be written as 
Y= ;: y’;...y; 
i=l 
with suitable yj,~/’ and yi . ..yA. = Iv!, [ . . . . bi- r, yk]]]. Thus to get a Lie 
algebra structure, we are forced to let 
(2.9) [x, Y]: = ;i, jzl YI . ..wYj>...yt. 
We must show that this is well defined. The key is 
LEMMA 2.2. For X~ESG-, yjcd’ and X=x1 . ..xn. Y=y, . ..ym we have 
PROOF. For n = 1 we have to show that 
Y(3)= - ,t, YdX,,Yjl...Ym, 
which follows immediately from the definition of yl . ..y.,, (c.f. (2.4)). As- 
suming that the equation has already been proved for products X=x, . ..xf 
with l<n we get 
=[X’,[x,,Y]l- it, Yl...tX1,Ykl...[~,Yjl...Ym 
jtk 
- t, Yl... [Xl, [XYjll . ..Ym 
=[X,[Xl,Y]]- ,k[, Y1...txl,Ykl...tXI,Yjl...Ym 
‘9 
- ji, Yl *a- [hX’l, Yjl *-*Ym 
= [X, [Xl, Y]] - Ix’, [XI, Yl . ..Y.ll 
Q.E.D. 
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To show that (2.9) does not depend on the special choice of the expression for 
Y as a finite sum of generators of Y+(d), we choose another such expression 
Y=Z: = ;: z{...& 
j-1 
write 
x= i xf...xL 
i=l 
and conclude 
=- j, i xi . . . Y(xj) . ..x. 
j=l 
=- j, i XI 
j=l 
. ..z(xj>...x. 
= ii, ji, 2; . ..x(z.>...z~. 
We summarize: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For an arbitrary pair algebra d= @-,a’) and a sub- 
algebra A of (End(&-) x End(&+))- satisfying Inder(d)c ACDer(&) the 
graded vector space Y(l;s, A) = UreZ y(&, &r (see (2.2) and (2.5) to (2.8) for 
definition) is a H-graded Lie algebra with respect to multiplication (2.3), (2.4), 
(2.9) such that y(&, A),,= A, Y(& A& = &‘, and Una, Y(& “/%)En is gener- 
ated by dE. 
It remains to show Jac(X, Y, Z) = 0 for XE Y(l;s, A),, YE Y(,pP, d),, 
Z E y(&, A),,; I, m, n E Z. By lemma 2.1 it suffices to consider the two cases 
a) 1~0, m,n>O and b) I,m<O, n>O. Moreover, we may assume Z=zi...z,, 
zi E d-. We proceed by induction on n. Let n = 1. In case a) apply (2.9) with 
[z,, Y] =zlyl . ..ym instead of Y, which yields [X, [z,, Y]] =X(zr)yr . ..y.+ 
+ cy=, z~...~(ui~...u,=~~x,z~l,Y,...Y,l+~z~,~x,Y ,... u,ll=[txzll, Yl+ 
+ [zl, [X, Y]. In case b) the assertion is an immediate consequence of (2.4). 
Putting Z = [zr, Z’], Z’: = z2 . . . z,, the rest is obvious. 
We call &G&A) with the above gradation the standard enveloping Lie 
algebra of the admissable pair (&, A) or simply the standard algebra of (&, A). 
For A= (Inder(&)) we write Y(d) instead of ,4”(,cS, d) and call it the standard 
algebra of &. 
EXAMPLES. 1. Let d be a Jordan pair, i.e. a pair aIgebra satisfying (in 
addition to (T)) {xuu} = {yux} for all x, YE&“, UE&-‘. Since [x,y](u) = 
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= [L(x, u), y] + [x,L(y, u)] =L(x, u)-y -L(y, u)~x=e({xuy} - {yux}) = 0, we have 
&(& = (0) for n 22, and &eI) turns out to be Loos’ construction [9]. 
2. The condition that 5&(a) = (0) for n 2 k can be formulated as a 
(2n - I)-th degree identity for J/. For example, k = 3 gives 
{{~YbZ) + {{Z~YI~XI + {Y4XUZ>> + WY~ZII = 
= {{xuz}uy} + {{yuz}ux} + (zu(xuy}} + {xo{zuy}}. 
The pair algebras satisfying this identity are essentially the ones considered 
in [4]. 
3. Let 9-, r+ be vector spaces with basis f,, . . . . f, and en . . . . e, resp. 
Let C=(Q) be a n x n matrix with coefficients in the groundfield. Set 
{hejfk} = Sijcjkfk and { ejjjek} = 6ijcjkek (15 i, j, k 5 n). An easy computation 
shows that (T) is fullfilled (identification of 7- and y’ viaf;:+ci and setting 
eiej = 6,ej, f(ei) = C cGej makes P a pair algebra of the type described in the 
example of section 1). Let g be the vector space of all D=(D-,D+) E 
E End(r-) x End(r’) satisfying D-(J) = - difi, II+ = diei for suitable 
scalars d,, . . . . d,. Then (x9) is admissible. Define oiE G@ * (1 i isn) by 
oi(D) = di. Obviously, or, . . . , cr,,, are linearly independent. Call cz E 9 *, a # 0, a 
root of P(f) if y(7)a=(X~P(~; [D,X]=@I)X,DE~}#{O}. Each root 
cz can uniquely be written as a = -t C kiai, ki E No and we get the root space 
decomposition YE( 9-) = u a E RC Y(y))“, R + the set of positive roots 1 ki(Yi, 
kit No, R - = -R + the set of negative roots. We call 7= (.y-, y’) a toral 
pair algebra. 
3. EXPLICIT FORMULAS FOR THE PRODUCT OF Y(d) 
Let &be a fixed but arbitrary pair algebra. Write Yfor P(.ti). For the sake 
of brevity we set 
XCY ,,...,Yn): =[WYl,...,Yn-IhYnl 
for XE$“, ,Vie&-‘, which is an element of Y& Recall that the canonical 
action of Ye on L(k’(d-‘, &), kz0, is denoted by a dot. 
We extend the o-product in ye to a bilinear product on $yOOy’ as follows. 
For TEE& XE~&, YES& (n,m~N) let 
(3.1.a) T 0 X: =T.X, X 0 T: =0 
and define X q YE P& + ,,,) cL(')(KE,dgE), I: =n+m-1, by 
(3.1.b) 
(X 0 Y)(UI,.**yU,): = C X(Ui,,...,Uj,)‘Y(U*,...,UI)” 
- C Y(uI, ***,X(Uj,r .-.,Uj,)‘Ui,+,r...,Ul)’ 
(ui~ SK&), where the first sum is taken over all i,, . . . . in E N such that 16 i, < 
< . ..<i.,sf, the second sum over all il ,..., i,+leN with lsi,<...<i,,+,jI, 
and where the symbol (. . .)” means that the arguments indexed by i,, . . . , i, are 
cancelled. 
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We show that the product [ -, -1 in Y satisfies 
(3.2) [X, Y] =x cl Y- Y q x (X, YE 4”oO.F). 
This is obvious if XE Ye or YE Ye. For X, YE YE, it is an immediate conse- 
quence of 
(3.3) (X El Y)(u)=X(u) 0 Y+X 0 Y(u) (UEd-) 
in view of the definition (2.4). 
In order to prove (3.3) we take XEY,., YES&, n,mgl. If n=m=l, the 
left hand side of equation (3.3) is equal to X(U). Y (the summation condition 
for the second sum being empty), and this equals the right hand side by defi- 
nition (3.1 .a). Assume now n + m > 2. Applying the right hand side of (3.3) to 
u2, . . ..uI we get 
c X(U,Ui*‘...‘Ui”).Y(U2’...,U,)n 
- C Y(& . . ..x(U.uj*,...,uin)‘uin+,, ***9Ui,)n 
+ C X(Ui,,...,Uin)‘Y(U,U2,...,U,)” 
- C Y(~,~2,...,x(ui,,...,ui,)‘ui,+,,...,~/)*, 
where the summation conditions are (in this order) 
If we write u1 for u, the first summation condition can be replaced by 
lsi,<...<il,sI, i,=l, and the second one by lsil<...ci,+,~I, &=l, so 
that the first sum plus the third equals the first sum in (3.1.b) and the second 
sum plus the fourth equals the second sum in (3.1.b). This proves (3.3), whence 
(3.2). 
We now give a formula for the product (2.9). Let XE q., nz 1, UiEd-‘, 
i=l ,..., m+l, Osmcn. Then 
(3.4) K%...%?l+1 I= jio (-v-j c mi ,9...> q%n+1,...9 u1Y 
where the unspecified sum is taken over 1 sil < . . . <iis m, and the symbol 
(.. .)^ indicates that the arguments with indices il, . . . , ij following u’, are 
omitted. 
PROOF. For m = 0 the left hand side of (3.4) equals X(ui) as well as the right 
hand side (here X(Ui,, . . . , U$ is to be understood as X for j = 0). Assume now 
the assertion true for m - 1~0. By (2.9) we have 
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By induction hypothesis, 
Lw,),~2...bn+11 
m-l 
= j;. (-1)“~‘-’ c X(U*J$ ,..., ~i,+,,~,,l,... ,242y 
(r 
= ji, (-Y-j c X(Ui,, . . . . UjpUm+~, . ..) Id,)“, T 
where o denotes the summation condition 25 i2< . . . < ij+ i srn and t the 
summation condition 1 = il < . . . < ij s tn. 
[[x~2--.&n+11,~11 
m-l 
= jE+ (-l)m-‘-j c x0.4; ,,..., ~i,,%n+19...9 W@,) 
=-- jio (-v-j c x04,, . ..9 ~iphl.1, . . . . w. 
Here both unspecified sums are over 15 il < . . . <bs:m. Thus, 
K~,...%l+*l 
= ji, WY-j c X@i,,..., &/,4n,I ..., I.+)* 
+(- l)mx(u,+l, . . ..Q 
with summation condition 1 s il c . . . <bum. This establishes (3.4). 
4. IDEALS IN .d AND T(d) 
In this section we deal, for the sake of brevity, exclusively with .Y(L/), .d an 
arbitrary pair algebra, though most results can be extended to .Y(.P/, ./) for an 
admissible pair (.d, .A). Throughout, ideals of Y’(d) are assumed to be graded. 
If, for example, Inder(.Pu’) contains the derivation I=( -IdI&-, IdI,+), then 
.Y’(.G/) has no other than graded ideals. 
A pair a= (u-, u’) of vector subspaces U’ of .d” is called an ideal of the pair 
algebra .cui (denoted by uad), if 
(u&.d -&.Ld&} c UC, { .dEU-ede} c 2, { .dE.d -&a&} c UC. 
Note that for any ideal Y= 1 Yr of 9’(,&) the pair 3: = (.a- ,,.Yi) is an ideal 
of .% 
Conversely we associate to any ideal u of .$ two ideals uO and U” of .S”(.S/) 
as follows. 
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U, is the ideal of y(d) generated by U- +u+, 
u”= u CL;, o- + uo_,=u-, CL1 -u , 
rez 
U: : = {D E Inder(.d); DE(@) C CL”}, 
U &: = {Xc 9g.d); X(JP)CU&,)}, n>l. 
It is easily seen that u. and u” are ideals of 9+(&). Also, (~~0)~ = L(.d-, cl’) + 
+ L(u-, a’) and (u,),, is the span of products x1.. .x, with xi E .d-& such that 
at least one factor belongs to LE. We have do = do = .7(a) and u. = o” = (0)) 
if O: = ({0}, (0)) denotes the zero ideal. 
LEMMA 4.1. 
a) u~~*u,CU~, 
b) YaY(d)=,30c$~.Jo. 
This follows immediately from the definitions, as well as 
LEMMA 4.2. If jay(d), then 
a) 9={O}ey=0, 
b) JJ= Y(d) e J= .& 
A pair algebra is called simple, if its compositions are non trivial and U, .d 
are its only ideals. 
From lemma 4.1 and 4.2 we obtain 
PROPOSITION 4.1. A pair algebra ti is simple if and only if Y(d) is (graded) 
simple. 
An ideal u of a pair algebra S/ is called abelian, if 
{ U”U-Ed”} = {u”.d-eu”) = {.B@u-EUE} = (0). 
LEMMA 4.3. 
a) 9a Y(.s/) abelian * i abelian; 
b) uad abelian * U, abelian. 
a) follows at once from the fact that {xuy} = [[x, u], u] for x, y E .O/&, u E .O/-&. 
To prove b) recall that (u,)e = L(.c/‘, a’) +L(u-, .ti:“) from which we obtain 
[(uo)o,(~o)o]~L(~-,uf)= (0) since L&x) is a derivation for all UE d-, 
XE d+ and u is an ideal. Recall also that each XE (u,),, r # 0, is a sum of 
products with at least one factor in U- resp. u+. Whence, for YE (u,),, s#O, 
[X, Y] is a sum of products with at least two factors from U- or u+, which 
yields [X, Y] =O. 
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In view of the last section where we consider the case dim 9’(d) c 00, we call 
.d and .V(.o/) weakly semisimple if d resp. 9’(.~/) has no non trivial abelian ideal. 
From Lemma 4.3 we obtain 
PROPOSITION 4.2. A pair algebra .d is weakly semisimple if and only if .i/‘(.o/) 
is weakly semisimple. 
COROLLARY. Let .d be a pair algebra over a field of characteristic zero such 
that dim 9’(.~/) < 00. Then d is weakly semisimple if and only if .y(,d) is semi- 
simple. 
More on ideals will be given in the next section. 
5.HOMOMORPHISMS 
Let .Q! :I be pair algebras. A homomorphism from .d to .# is a pair 
f = cf-, f + ) of linear mappins f ': ,d" + .JE such that f”(xuy} = (f”x, f -'u, f%} 
for x, y E .“/‘, u E .Oi/-&. A homomorphism f is called surjective (injective) if f" 
has this property for E = f , Isomorphisms and automorphisms are defined in 
an obvious manner. 
Given a graded Lie algebra Y’= JJrsL .9$, the pair algebra (y-i, !Zi), 
(xuy} : = [[x, u], y] (x, YE 5$,, u E W-,,) will be denoted by 9(9’). For example, 
:i”(.‘/‘(.o/)) = .d (It is clear that y( .9(9’)) = 9is not true in general; we shall give 
a necessary and sufficient condition in proposition 5.2.) 
Homomorphisms of graded Lie algebras are assumed to be homogeneous of 
degree 0. Thus, if F: Y= Ulez yr+-!?‘= Urez .-C$’ is a homomorphism, 
we have F(Li$)c 9; for r E Z. In particular, F induces a homomorphism 
F,: 9((u)+ fi(u’) by restriction: Fi: = FI$, . We are going to prove a partial 
converse. For what follows we suppose that a graded Lie algebra y= flrpz yr 
has the property (*) dim J$< 03 for r EB, ye= [-K t, 9i] and UrCN -u/,, is 
generatet by 4v,, . To avoid confusions we refer to such Lie algebras as (*)- 
graded Lie algebras. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let Y’ be a (*)-graded Lie algebra, .cr/ a pair algebra and 
f: .9(9’)+.h/ a surjective homomorphism. There exists a unique surjective 
homomorphism from ,9’to .V(.~) which extends f. 
PROOF. Since f” is surjective there exists for any XE I/b a unique linear 
mapping F:(X): .d”-+.d” such that F,E(X)of” =f”o(adyX)lq, . Put F,(X) = 
= (F{(X), F:(X)). This is an element of End(.o/-) x End(.d+). It is in fact in 
Inder(A) for we have -iyO = [K i, 9,] and F,E([X, Y]) of&(Z) =f”[[X, Y], Z] = 
=f"(XYZ}={f"X,f-"Y,f"Z}=L,df"X,f-"Y)Of(Z) for x, ZE !z;,, 
YE Y-e,, whence F,E[X, Y] = L,df”X, f -‘Y) E Inder(.o/). Moreover, FO is a 
homomorphism since for X, YE L, we get 
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FW), F,E(Y)lOf”=F~(X)O(F~(Y)Of”) -F,E(Y)o(F,E(X)ofE) = 
=f”oad Xoad Y-f’oad Yoad X=f”oad [X, Y] =Ft[X, Y]of”. 
We define FE,, : 9&+ 9&,(.ti) inductively. Put F,, =f” and assume FE,,- ,) 
defined. As before, since f" is surjective there exists for each XE .J$,, a unique 
linear mapping F,,(X) : .rd-‘-+ z,,- ,)(.ti) such that 
By definition we have F,,(X) E &(J./) for all XE &, n E N. Put F= UroE F,. 
The induction proof that F is a homomorphism is straight forward like those 
in section 2 and 3 and will therefore be omitted. Since Y is assumed to be a 
(*)-graded Lie algebra, we conclude that F(Y) C Y(d). 
The extension of an isomorphism need not be an isomorphism. But, applying 
the proposition with Y= Y(g), 99 a pair algebra, we get 
COROLLARY 1. Let f: .G+d be a surjective homomorphism of pair algebras. 
There exists a unique homomorphism f ‘: 9(.9?)+9$&‘) which extends f, i.e. 
cf”), =f. f” is surjective. f O is an isomorphism if and only if f is an 
isomorphism. 
In order to prove the last assertion, let f be an isomorphism from .~8 to d and 
9 the kernel of f O. We have kerCf)‘= 9” = 9 fl9F, whence 9= U. It follows 
from lemma 4.2 that 9= {0}, so f is an isomorphism. It is readily seen that if 
f” is an isomorphism, f is also an isomorphism. 
The next corollary shows that Yand 9 are functorial in the following sense. 
Define mappings 
.!! 
surHom(&, $) 7 surHom( 9’(d), 9( %)), 
where surHom denotes the set of surjective homomorphisms, by 
YCf)=f', P(F)=F,. 
COROLLARY 2. The mappings Y and .9 are inverse to each other, hence 
bijective. Moreover, 
P’(.fog) = Y(f) 0 Y(g), Y(Fo G) = P(F) 0 <Y(G) 
for surjective homomorphisms f: B+ @T, g:d+ 68, F: Y(.i@)-+Y( U), G: Y(d)-, 
9’(g) of pair algebras resp. Lie algebras. 
The first assertion is obvious. To establish the second one, we note first that 
(FoG)~{my} = (FoG){my} = (FoG)[[x, u], y] for x, YE d”, u E J/-’ from 
which (FOG), = F,o Go immediately follows. We have cfog),9 = (Jog)’ = 
=f’og’=f$ og$ by definition (c.f. proof of proposition 5.1). Moreover, 
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w-“mEw) O cf” O g”N4 =f”k”[x 4) = 
=fEamm “mN = vb”)“((go”)“w) 0f”(&?%4) 
for XE Ye, u E.&, whence cfog)O=fOogO. Similar for (Jog),,,, nz2. 
The following proposition characterizes J”(d) as a universal object (see the 
proof for details). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let Ybe a Z-graded Lie algebra. The following statements 
are equivalent 
(a) 9% 9(.9(U)), 
(b) Y is a (*)-graded Lie algebra and given any (*)-graded Lie algebra L’ and 
any isomorphism f: Y(Y)- P(Y) there exists a surjective homomorphism 
Y-t Y which extends f. 
PROOF. (a)=)(b) follows from proposition 5.1. (b)*(a) can be proved 
directly, but we prefer a categorical argument which at the same time makes 
precise in what sense the standard algebra is universal. To begin with consider 
the category X(d), d a pair algebra, whose objects are d --f-g where Yis a 
(*)-grade: Lie algebra and fan isomorphism from .d to Y(Y). A morphism 
from .d---+ Y to .dA Y is a surjective homomorphism F: Y’+ Y’ such that 
Fof = g. Clearly, .ti~.Y(&) is an object in Y(d)‘). It is in fact a universal attrac- 
tive object, i.e. given an object J/ L-Y there exists a morphism from 
s/f Y to .&69(d) (proposition 5.1). On the other hand, (b) says that 
.?‘(Y’)&Y is a universal object in X(9(Y)). Thus, YG 9(.9’(Y)). (More pre- 
cisely, there exists an isomorphism from Y to Y(P(Y)) which extends the 
identity map on P(Y).) 
We conclude this section with two further applications of proposition 5.1. 
Let u be an ideal of the pair algebra &. We define the quotient pair algebra 
.~Y//LI as follows. Put (&(L)& = &/u’, {x+ u’, 24 + U-‘, y + u”} = {xuy} + uE 
6% Y E Ed”, u~.d-&). Set &(x)=x+u” (xE.~“). Then p,:.d+d/~~, pa= 
= @, , p: ) is a homomorphism having kernel u. As usual, if f: .d+ 2 is a 
homomorphism of pair algebras and ker(f) = (kerCf-), kerCf+)), imCf) = 
= (imu-), imu’)), then .&/kerCf) = imu). (kerCf) is clearly an ideal.) 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let .d be a pair algebra and UQ .5/. Then 
.V(.d/u) E Y(.!iq/uO. 
PROOF. Let pz be the unique extension of p,: .d+d/~ to a surjective homo- 
morphism from Y(g) to Y(&/u). Then Y’(~)/l&(&)a Y(d/u). It remains 
only to show that ker@z) =u’. We have ker(&),, = ker(&) = u’. Moreover, 
ker(&), = {XE Y(d)c; p:(X) = 0). Since p:(X) “pi(u) =pL[X, u] (XE Y(d),, 
u E .ti’), it follows that p:(X) = 0 if and only if pi[X, U] = 0 or equivalently, 
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[X, U] E ker@i) = U’ which yields ker(&),-, = (~1’)~. The same argument applies 
to ker@z),,=(~“)~~ (use induction on n). 
We have shown in lemma 4.2 a) that if 9 is an ideal in P’(,ti), .Y# {0}, then 
.i= (9 fl .d-, 9 n.d+) # (0). We are going to show the converse. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let 9’ be a (*)-graded Lie algebra. Then .Y= 9(9(Y)) if 
and only if J# (0) for all ideals 9# (0) of .Y(P(Y)). 
PROOF. Consider the kernel of the extension of Id,,,. 
6.DERIVATION.S 
We are going to describe the derivation algebra of Y(.& A) for an admissible 
pair (&, -1) in terms of Der(.o/). We denote the Lie algebra of homogeneous 
derivations of Y(&, JZ) having degree 0 by Dero Y(.$ A), whereas Der.Y$$ J) 
denotes the Lie algebra of all derivations of Y(&, A). We set Indero Y(.C .A) = 
= InderY(.d, n)tl Der, Y(&, d). If not specified otherwise, (xY, .J) is an 
arbitrary admissible pair, i.e. d a pair algebra and .A a Lie subalgebra of 
(End(K) x End(.d+ ))- satisfying Inder(d)C .ICDer(d). 
For d EDereY(d,A) we define di=d],c, d,=(d;,d,+). 
LEMMA 6.1. For A E Dero Y(A/, A) and DE .A’ we have 
(a) A, E DerW), 
PROOF. (a) follows from d~{xuy} =d[[x,u], JJ] for x, ye.@, u E A-&. (b) 
holds since (ad D):(x) = [D, x] = D’(X), XE .d”. 
We denote by [A41 the idealizer of .X in Der(.m/), i.e. [.A?] = {DE Der(d); 
[D, A] C J}. Obviously, [A] = Der(&) if and only if .&a Der(&). In parti- 
cular, [Inder(.d)] = [Inder(d) +KI] = Der(.ti). Henceforth, ad without specifi- 
cation denotes the adjoint representation of .V(.&, Der(.ti)). 
LEMMA 6.2. 
(a) For any DE [A] there exists a unique DOE Der,Y(.d, .AY) such that 
(DO),=D. We have Do =(ad D)IYtti,). 
(b) If A E Dero .V(& A), then A, E [A] and (A,)” =A. 
PROOF. For DE [A] let A: =(ad D)IYt(JB,x). Since (ad D)(A)c .I we have 
A E Dero Y(&, J). Moreover, A, =D because A IdZ(x) = [D, x] =D’(x), XE .d”. 
So far we have shown the existence of an extension of D. To establish the 
uniqueness, let A E Y(d, A) be arbitrary. We are going to prove d(X) = 
= (ad A,)(X) for XE Y(&, A). This is clear from the definition of A, for 
XEJZP, for we have [do,x] =di(x). If XE .I and XE.~” then 
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A (X)“(x) = [d(X), x] = A [X, x] - [x, d(x)] = A (X”(x) - XE(d (x)) = 
=LqX&(x))-Xe(d;(X))=[Llo, X]&(X), 
whence d(X)= (ad d,)(X) for XE y(&, .,&kc,. The proof that this equality 
holds also for XE .9(&, .k),,, n 2 2, is essentially the same (use induction on 
n). So the uniqueness has been shown. Moreover, for d E Dere .V(.K~, .A) we 
have dud= (ad &)(.I) and consequently d,~ [A]. Applying (a) with 
D=d, we conclude that the extensions (d,#’ and d of d, must coincide. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. The linear mapping Deroy(.O/, .a)+[.k], d +A,, is a Lie 
algebra isomorphism with inverse D+P. It maps Inder, P(.s/, J) onto A. 
Thus 
Der, J“(&, J) = [A], 
Indere y(.ti, .A) G A. 
This can easily be deduced from the above lemmas. 
COROLLARY 
Der, 9’(.0/, Der(d)) 1 Inder, J“(.ti, Der(S)), 
Der,, 9(d) z Der(d) 
Inder, y(d) z Inder(,d). 
We proceed with the study of Der9(&,..1) under the restriction that ZE.~. 
Recall that Z= (- IdI,-, IdId+) is always a derivation of .d but not necessarily 
an inner derivation. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let d E Der9(.$ A) and assume ZE .A. The following statements 
are equivalent. 
(a) d E Dero y(.ti, A), 
(b) &f)c -6 
6) A (4 E -4 
(d) d(Z) = 0. 
PROOF. We show (a)*(b)*(c)*(a), (a)*(d) 4 (b). (a) * (b) and (b)*(c) are 
trivial. 
(c)=,(a): Let X,~9(d,:), and d(X,)=D+ 1 Y, where D~.y(d,:),, and 
Y,E .V(.d, JO,, s#O. Since rX,= [Z, X,] we have d[Z, X,] =rD+ C rY,. On the 
other hand d[Z, X,] = [d(Z), X,] + [Z,d(X,)] = [d(Z), X,] + C sY,. Conse- 
quently [d(Z), X,] = rD + C (r - s) Y,. Now d(Z) E .1 yields [d(Z), X,] E 
E .%G’, J), , hence rD = 0 and (r-s) Y, = 0 for s # r. It follows that d(X,) = Y, 
if r#O and d(X,)=D if r=O. 
(a) * (d): d (Z)(x) = [d(Z), x] = d [Z, x] - [Z, d(x)]. The assertion follows now 
from Z(x) = ex and [Z, d(x)] = .sd (x) for x E d”. 
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(d)~(b):LetDE~.Since[I,D]=Oandd(Z)=OwegetO=d[Z,D]=[Z,d(D)], 
but the centralizer of Z in 9(&, A) is .A, so d(D) E .1. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Provided that ZEA we have 
DerU(& A) = Dere 9(&, J) + Inder9(&, J). 
PROOF. Let A ED~~.IY(.~~:.I), d(Z)=D+ C X,, DE 9’(.~,.A)e, &E ~‘(,E/,.I),, 
r#O. Define A’: =A +ad,o,,(C r - ‘X,). We get A ‘(I) =D E A, whence 
A ‘E Der,.%& .X) by lemma 6.3 (c). Moreover, A =A ‘+ad,(,,,, Y with 
suitable YE .7’(.0”, A) which proves the proposition. 
COROLLARY 
(a) DerU(d, Der(&)) = Inder9(&, Der(d)), 
(b) Dery(&, &) = Indery(&, 1) o [A] = A’/, 
(c) Der9$@ = InderS”(d) 6 Der(&) = Inder(d). 
REMARK. Suppose the groundfield of .d has characteristic 0, suppose further 
dim Y(d) < 00 and 9’(d) semisimple. Then it follows from the corollary that 
Der(&) = Inder(d). 
7.CONTRAGREDIENTPAIRALGEBRAS 
We call a pair algebra d completely reducible, if d- and d+ are completely 
reducible Inder(d)-modules. We call d contragredient if d- and d+ are 
contragredient as Inder(d)-modules. 
For example, toral pair algebras (see 2, example 3) are completely reducible 
contragredient pair algebras. 
Henceforth I denotes a pair algebra over an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic 0. We put A’/: = Inder(d). To a completely reducible contra- 
gredient pair algebra d we associate a Matrix C= (cij) as follows. Let 
d” = fl f=, 4” be a decomposition of d” into irreducible J4ubmodules such 
that A+!-, and 4’ are contragredient. Choose a Cartan subalgebra & of & Let 
q~ fi* be the lowest weight of JS$+, 15 is t. Then - (ri is the highest weight of 
a-. Let (Y~+~, . . . . (Y, be a basis of the root system of (&A). Write (s$)~ for the 
space of weight vectors.of S$ of weight ~1. Write J1/j for the root space of ~1/ 
corresponding to the root 8. Choose O#ZZ[E [(4-)-“i, (.4+)af] for 1 sij t 
and OZZZiE [Mm’,, Jvui] for t+ lsijn. Put Cij: =aj(Hi) for 1 si, jsn. 
It can be shown that the matrix C(&) = (Cij) depends only on .d up to simi- 
larity, i.e. if C’=(ci;.) is also a matrix constructed in this manner, then there 
are scalars di#O and a permutation R such that cb= diC,;,,j, 1 si, jsn. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let d be a weakly semisimple pair algebra over an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. 9(a) is finite dimensional if and 
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only if I is completely reducible and contragredient and C(.o/) is a Cartan 
matrix (of finite type). 
PROOF. Suppose first that dim Y(d) < 03. Since .d is assumed weakly semi- 
simple, Y’(d) is semisimple (car. to prop. 4.2). The assertion follows now from 
the structure theory of finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebras (note that 
.d- and d+ are paired by the Killing form). Suppose now that .d is completely 
reducible and contragredient and that C= C(d) = (cii) is a Cartan matrix. For 
the notations and conventions concerning toral pair algebras see 2, example 3. 
We write Y(C) for the standard algebra of the toral pair algebra constructed 
from C. It follows from [2], that Y(C) and Y(a) are isomorphic as non-graded 
Lie algebras. Thus it remains to show that Y(C) is finite-dimensional. Using the 
theorem of Harish-Chandra-Chevalley-Serre which says that there exists a finite 
dimensional semisimple Lie algebra Y having C as Cartan matrix, one can 
proceed as follows. Take such an W, choose a Cartan subalgebra & and a basis 
of the root system of (gfi). Give Y the structure of a (*)-graded Lie algebra 
by letting 4 = & and Ye,, the sum of all root spaces YEa, a a root of height n 
(with respect to the given basis). It is readily seen that the pair algebra Y(W) = 
= (Y- ,, 4) is isomorphic to 9(9(C)). Applying prop. 5.1 one gets a surjective 
homomorphism from Y to Y(C) which forces Y(C) to be finite-dimensional. 
We give an alternative proof without using the theorem of Harish-Chandra- 
Chevalley-Serre. The key is 
LEMMA 7.1. Let C= (Cij) be a generalized Cartan matrix, i.e. cii= 2, 
-CUE No, Cij=O*Cji=O (1 si#jsn). Let R+, R- be the set of positive and 
negative roots of S(C) resp. and P a subset of RE satisfying 
(a) &(TiEP (1 sisn), 
(b) o+tcoiEPE for CZEP, t~lNc, ts-c~a(Hi), ljisn. 
Then P = RE. 
In order to prove the lemma we first notice that the condition for C to be 
a generalized Cartan matrix is equivalent to saying that for any root vector 
XE Y(C) and 1 s isn there exists q = qi(X) and p =pi(X) such that AqX+O, 
Aq’iX=O, e/X#O, ef+‘X=O and Q-p=Cri(Hi) (1 sisn). This can be proved 
as in the classical theory (for a proof which fits very well in our situation 
see [l]). We have to show that a E P for all a E R’. We restrict ourselves to 
the case E= + and use induction on height (a). The assertion is true for 
height (a)= 1 by (a). Choose 0fX~ Y(C)‘and iE (1, . . ..n} such that&X#O. 
With q = qi(X) set B = a - qa;. Since q2 1 we have height (/3)< height (a), 
whence /I E P’ by induction hypothesis. NOW, - /?(H;) = - a(Hi) + 2q = 
=p + qg q where p =pi(X) and we conclude that a =/.I+ qaie P’ by as- 
sumption (b). 
We can now finish the proof of prop. 7.1 as follows. Let r be an abstract 
root system with basis yI, . . . . yn and Cartan matrix C= C(d). Define f: T--+R 
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by C kiyi+ C kiai. This map is clearly injective and satisfies f(ky + 1~‘) = 
= kf(y) + If(y’) for k, IE Z, y, Y’E IY Moreover, denoting by n( -, -) the 
canonical pairing of r with the inverse root system r, n(yj, vi) = Cji= ai = 
=f(Yi)(Hj) yields f(y)(Hj) = n(y, vi). Since r has the properties (a) and (b), 
P: =f(T”) has these properties too, whence PE= RE which shows that R is 
finite. Since all root spaces of Y(C) are finite dimensional, so is Y(C). 
REMARK. The above proof along with the construction of Y(C) provides a 
new proof of the theorem of Harish-Chandra-Chevalley-Serre mentioned 
above. 
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